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B 9- Seating Arrangement Quiz

Direction (1-6): Study the following information carefully and answer
the following questions.

Deepu, sanjeet, Ritesh, Neha, Aman, Aakansha, Prem and Akash are
sitting around a circular table in such a way that four of them are facing
toward the centre, while the remaining four are facing away
from the centre, but not necessarily in the order. Each of them likes a
different colour, viz white, blue, grey, black, red, yellow, violet and green
not necessarily in the same order.
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Deepu sits third to the left of Aakash who likes grey colour
If prem is facing towards the centre them Sanjeet is facing away
from centre and vice-versa. Sanjeet likes white colour.
Neha doesn't like violet or blue, sits fourth to the left of Deepu, who
is not facing towards the centre.
Akansha sits third to the right of Prem, who likes yellow colour.
The one who likes colour facing away from the centre and sits third
to the left of the one who likes white colour.
Aman sits fourth to the left if Akash and likes violet colour.
Deepu who likes red colour sits third to the left of the one who likes
yellow colour and facing towards the centre.

1. Who sits third to the right of the one who likes blue colour?
1. Ritesh
2. One who likes violet colour
3. Sanjeet
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4. Aman
5. Both 1) and 2)

2. What is the position of the one who likes green with respect to
Deepu?
1. Fifth to the right
2. Third to the left
3. Second to the left
4. Fifth to the left
5. None of these

3. Which of the following colour does Ritesh like?
1. Black
2. Blue
3. Green
4. Violet
5. Can't be determined

4. Who among the following sits exactly between Neha and one who
likes green?
1. Deepu
2. Ritesh
3. One who likes yellow colour
4. Prem
5. Both 3) and 4)

5. Which of the following is true regarding Sanjeet?
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1. One who likes white colour is an immediate right of both Deepu and
Aakansha.
2. Sanjeet is an immediate neighbour of one who likes green colour
3. Fourth to the left of Neha
4. Both 1) and 3)
5. Sanjeet is not facing away from the centre.

6. Who among the following away from the centre.
1. Aman
2. Neha
3. Prem
4. Ritesh
5. None of these

Solution:
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